
Coronaviruses belong to a large family of potentially harmful RNA viruses. In hu-

mans, they are known to be involved mainly in respiratory infections ranging from 

the common colds to more severe diseases such as Middle East Respiratory Syn-

drome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). The recently dis-

covered coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, causes coronavirus disease COVID-19, a sig-

nificant global health problem. 

Rapid identification of infected individuals helps limit the spread of the vi-

rus and improves the treatment of the patients. The standard method of 

COVID-19 diagnosis is the reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-

tion (RT-PCR) from nasal, nasopharyngeal swabs or from the spu-

tum sample. 
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Product Specification:  

The viral nucleic acid detection of 2019-

nCoV is located in the open reading frame 

of ORF1ab and the nucleocapsid protein N 

genes.  

 

Human housekeeping gene is used as 

internal control (IC) to monitor the sample 

quality.  



                             

                             

                             

                             

                              

 

 

 

 All in One 

Multiple Targets 
in One Tube 

High Sensitivity 

High Specificity 

High Speed 

RT-PCR method without RNA extraction 

The ORF1ab, N genes and human housekeeping 
genes detected simultaneously in single tube 

<300 viral copies/ml  

>99%  

Amplification process can be completed within 
1 hour.  

Test Kit Advantages 

Catalog Number                     Package Size 

CoV19-PCR                                   48 Tests/kit   96 Tests/kit 

Content of the Kit 

1.Reaction Mix containing primers for virus detection. 

2.Enzyme Mix containing Hi-Taq Reverse Transcriptase Enzyme Mix.  

3.Negative Control (NC) contains distilled water. 

4.Positive Control (PC) contains sequence of viral target gene fragments and internal control (IC) 

 

Package Specification 

 FAST              RESULTS WITHIN 1 HOUR 

AS LOW AS 50 COPIES 

SINGLE TUBE PROCESS SIMPLE 
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